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INTRODUCTION

This application brief demonstrates best prac-

tices for managing long range financial earnings

projections using Cognos Planning. The

Strategic Long Range Planning Performance

Blueprint uses projections in the Strategic

Financial Planning and Forecasting and

Initiative Planning Blueprints to assess the

impact of market growth factors and strategic

initiatives on corporate P/L projections over

five (5) years. The Blueprint and processes

described in this document are generic for

income and expenses in any industry in the US

and can be configured to support the require-

ments for any industry across many countries
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OVERVIEW

The Strategic Long Range Planning Performance Blueprint provides a mechanism for Financial Analysts to

forecast the financial position of the organization over an extended planning horizon much longer than the

typical timeline used in the annual planning or periodic re-forecasting processes.

This Blueprint brings together financial information from the Strategic Financial Planning and Forecasting,

and the Initiative Planning Blueprints, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Income statement data and impact from initiatives flow into the Strategic Long Range Plan

The Strategic Financial Planning and Forecasting Blueprint feeds the Strategic Long Range Planning

Blueprint with income statement data derived from the bottom-up forecasts and top-level forecasts for the

near-term. The Initiative Planning Blueprint feeds Strategic Long Range Planning Blueprint with the pro-

jected income and expense impact of forecasted strategic initiatives.

The Strategic Long Range Planning Blueprint then allows for “what-if” scenarios to be performed for the

impact of market growth and potential increase in market share through a series of to-be defined strategic

initiatives.
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PLANNING
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BLUEPRINT OBJECTIVES

The Strategic Long Range Planning Blueprint achieves a number of planning objectives:

• The consolidation of the impact of strategic initiatives into the income statement.

• Easily project the impact of other economic variables on the organization’s profit outlook, over five (5)

years.

• Rapidly assess alternative scenarios for any combination of internal and external variables impacting the

financial position.

• Leverage a driver-based framework for managing financial projections to more realistically represent the

true variables of financial performance.

KEY COGNOS PLANNING BENEFITS

• Flexible and powerful model development using Cognos Planning: Analyst to support any business plan-

ning model or customizing Strategic Long Range Planning Blueprint

• Web-based deployment of models for process workflow, data collection, and consolidation

– Real-time workflow

– Real-time consolidation

– Real-time calculations in the browser for immediate results

– Industry-leading “what-if” features for accurate plans, budgets and forecasts

• Scalable architecture with proven deployments to thousands of users

• Easily linked financial and operational plans to ensure cross-enterprise collaboration

• Ensured plan accuracy using form-based planning with selection boxes to drive application logic and

calculations

REPRESENTATIVE WORKFLOW

The Strategic Long Range Planning Blueprint is designed for use by those financial analysts who support the

Office of Finance in providing financial projections based on a series of assumptions—externally and inter-

nally driven.

The following sections of this Application Brief describe the basic workflow in which financial analysts:

• Populates the Blueprint with near-term income statement plans and forecasts

• Populates the Blueprint with the impact of planned strategic initiatives from the Initiative Planning

Blueprint

• Models the impact of other external economic factors (e.g. market growth rates)
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Income Statement

The first tab is a mirror of the Income Statement from the Strategic Financial Planning and Forecasting

Blueprint. The financial analyst populates this tab by using a Cognos Planning system link.



Initiative Impact

Next, using a system link, the next tab in the model brings in summary data from the Initiative Planning

Blueprint.

Assumptions

This tab allows users to input assumptions for the impact of other internal and external variables such as

market growth, market share growth, the percentage increase in fixed and variable expenses, and changes in

the estimated cost of sales. These assumptions are in addition to any strategic initiatives that are captured

from the Initiative Planning Blueprint.
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Long Range Income Statement

The Long Range Income Statement consolidates the data from the other tabs and builds an income statement

for five years through 2010. Note, the base starting point for Q1 2007 revenue is Q4 2006 revenue. Projected

baseline Q1 2007 revenue is derived by applying the market growth factor and the projected market share

growth rate to the Q4 2006 revenue projection. The impact of strategic initiatives is applied on top of the

baseline Q1 2007 revenue to derive the final Q1 2007 revenue projection for the organization. The process

of applying market factor assumptions and the impact of strategic initiatives is performed for each quarter

over the planning horizon.
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